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From our Principal 
It has been a fantastic last couple of days, not only with the weather, but most importantly seeing so many 

parents and families coming in to talk about their child's education and how we can work together so that 

our students and your children have the best possible future. 

Indeed this has been a very busy week, Polyfest was a great success both in terms of the groups 

performances and the family involvement. On Wednesday we held our Scholars assembly, with record 

numbers of students being acknowledged and again great family support. 

Important Dates 
Sunday 26 March NZ Senior Volleyball Championships in Palmerston North 

 

Thursday 30 March Sports Academy going to Blues Training 
 

Tuesday 4 April Year 12 Science students going to STEM Career Fair 
 

Thursday 6 April Music Showcase 6:30-9:30pm  

  

Our Commitments 
The focus for next week is being on time. Students are expected to be at school by 8:30am, and then 

seated in the correct space in assembly.  With the weather due to change to more wintery conditions, 

your child should have a plan to get to school on wet days on time. With Auckland traffic this often 

means leaving 10-15 minutes earlier. For those students who are late to school three or more times in a 

week, they will be given a detention. 

Please remind your child that they need to move to class as soon as the first bell goes, and they should 

be seated, with their books out and bags on the floor ready to learn by the second bell.  

Curriculum and Study News 
With the Scholars Assembly this week, it is an opportunity to explain how to become a 'Scholar.' At 

Otahuhu College we award Scholar badges to all those students who gain 50 credits at Merit or 

Excellence level.  



This is a good opportunity to explain the difference between Achieved, Merit and Excellence grades. 

Getting higher grades is not just a matter of getting more things right, though that does help. The key is 

the level of thinking which is demonstrated. There are some differences between subjects however in 

general, an Achieved grade means that you can describe the topic. To get a Merit you need to be able to 

explain, looking at reasons why something happens. While to get an Excellence you need to be able 

analyse, make comparisons and draw links between different topics. One way of looking at it is if you 

can describe what a family member looks and acts like you get an achieved, if you can explain why they 

act that way then its a Merit, and if you can show how their actions affect the family and how the wider 

family responds then that is an Excellence. All our students should be aiming for Merits in their favourite 

subjects. 

Y13 Sports Academy 

                      

On Wednesday the 22nd of March the Sports Academy worked out with members of the NZ Power 

Lifting Team. Students learnt and participated in a variety of Power lifting disciplines. Students to shine 

were Mary and Tino. Hopefully in the future we can develop an Otahuhu College Power lifting team. Any 

students that are interested in Power lifting please see Mr Crowley. 

 

  



 Health & Wellness Centre News 

IS ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY ENTITLED TO A FREE FLU VACCINATION?  

Around one in four New Zealanders are infected with influenza or ‘flu’ each year.  

Influenza is a serious illness that can put anyone in hospital or even kill them, including young 
and healthy people. It is different from a cold. 

Flu vaccinations/shots are FREE from your family doctor for: 

 Anyone with a long term sickness like diabetes, heart disease, rheumatic fever, kidney 
disease, asthma (where the person is on a preventor asthma inhaler every day), lung 
disease, cancer or autoimmune disease  

 Anyone 65 years of age and older can get a free flu vaccination. It is important to 
protect our elderly. 

 Children aged four years and under who have been hospitalised for respiratory illness 
or have a history of significant respiratory illness. 

 Pregnant women and their babies can suffer serious consequences as a result of 
influenza. Influenza vaccination during pregnancy reduces this risk 

Influenza vaccination is safe, effective and cannot give you “the flu” 

Get it done before winter. 

 

                                                                               

 



 

Career Information 
Career essentials – making career decisions  
To make decisions, you need to know enough about the various possibilities. You would not choose 
between six different holidays without knowing something about each one. The same applies to jobs. 
Start your research with “you”. Find out more about who you are and what you have to offer. Writing 
things down is an important part of the decision-making process. Begin your self-assessment by 
considering your: a) achievements, b) skills and abilities, c) values, d) interests, e) potential constraints, 
and f) personal and family circumstances. The Victoria University website has some useful information 
about assessing career pathways. To find out more, go to http://www. victoria.ac.nz/study/course-
planning/career-options. 
 
University of Canterbury, Bachelor of Product Design – new for 2018  
The Bachelor of Product Design is a 3-year degree, combining creative design, science, engineering and 
business. Students can major in industrial product design, applied immersive game design and chemical 
and healthcare product formulation. 

Scholars Assembly 
Congratulations to all those students who gained a Merit or Excellence Endorsed Certificate in 2016 

Scholars Assembly 
2017   List in GPA order 

   

    

Paul Tautiaga Merit Seira Tuimaseve Gasu Merit 

Elih Lilo Merit Georgina Cordtz Merit 

Sialai Fulutusi Merit Lanuola Fesolai Merit 

Shika Charan Merit Josie Faamausili Merit 

Maanyata Krishna Merit Roberta Wright-
McIvor 

Merit 

Stellei Masealii Merit Azhar Mohammed Merit 

Misikupa Gasu Merit Liz Andrea Ah You Merit 

Isaac Lutu Merit Fagaesea Matavao Merit 

Cayleb Nepia Merit Aaliyah Patea Merit 

Lata Vunga Merit Neomai Palu Merit 

Victoria Cocker Merit Danny Wong Merit 

Chamaney Lavea Merit Arlean Siale Merit 

Frances Ivai Merit Toni Elia Merit 

Cella Noohuang Merit Simili Moala Merit 

Setala Setala Merit Lilia Rakoia Merit 

Annie Fruean Merit Nhu Dang Merit 

Cathrine Mafi Merit Lorenzo Havili Merit 

Shivika Sajal Merit   

Telesia Fenunuti-
Faalelelei 

Merit Tausisi Petelo     



Maldanoeline 
Sinaumea 

Merit NZ Scholarship in 
Samoan 

 

Michaela Tepaki-Benns Merit   

Barry Lemalu Nofoaiga Merit Naw Liza Saw Lwin  

Soe Pah Merit Excellence in NCEA 
Level 3 - Top OC 
student in 2016 

 

Ammon Pulu Merit   

Joyce Matualoto Merit   

Shagufa Niamati Merit   

Mele Maka Merit   

Saline Pelepesite Merit   

Nidya Nand Merit   

Angelina Pierre Merit   

Kalisha Kaiaruna Merit   

Nazeefah Koya Merit   

Jacinta Vailala Merit   

Sefulu Paulo Merit   

Amanda Heffernana Merit   

Tanya Roko Excellence   

Olympic Pati Excellence   

Shaneel Lal Excellence   

Rulon Brown Excellence   

    

 


